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Abstract: Review Analysis and opinion mining is playing a 

very crucial role in the growth and development of the 

India consumer industry. By the reviews or opinions 

industry whether product or services based get the idea 

about the taste of the consumers so will able to modify the 

product to match the consumer requirements. 

So in this paper we presents a new algorithm for the 

product based review analysis and together with the 

enhancement of the work by performing multi-intensifier 

and multi-negation handling , in order to improve the base 

work. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

The social media is currently a noteworthy piece of the Web. 

The insight demonstrates that each four out of five users on 

the Internet utilize some type of social media. A lot of the 

data on media in type of reviews or posts constitutes a vital 

and intriguing range worth investigation and misuse. With 

increase in accessibility of opinion asset, for instance, 

product reviews[1], thing reviews, blog reviews, informal 

community tweets, and the new troublesome endeavor is to 

mine broad volume of compositions and devise suitable 

calculations to comprehend the opinion of others. This data is 

of enormous potential to associations which endeavor to 

know the feedback about their things or organizations.  

 

II.   SENTIMENT ANALYSIS MODAL 

Step-1 Data Preparation  

• The data readiness step performs fundamental data 

pre-handling and cleaning on the dataset for the subsequent 

examination. Some for the most part used pre-handling steps 

join emptying non-scholarly substance and increment names 

(for HTML pages).  

• Removing data about the reviews that are not 

required for conclusion examination, for instance, review 

dates and reviewer's names.  

 
Fig 1. Sentiment Modal 

 

Step-2 Review Analysis  

• Analyzes the semantic elements of reviews with the 

goal that charming data, including opinions and thing 

highlights, can be perceived.  

 

Step-3 Sentiment Classification  

After stride 2, notion arrangement is performed to get the 

outcomes.  

• Sentiment extremity and degrees of inspiration  

• The parallel characterization undertaking of naming 

an opinionated document as communicating either a general 

positive or a general negative opinion is called feeling 

extremity grouping or extremity order.  

• Subjectivity detection and opinion recognizable 

proof  

• Work in extremity characterization regularly expect 

the approaching documents to be opinionated. For some 

applications, however, we may need to choose whether a 

given record contains subjective data or not, or recognize 

which segments of the archive are subjective.  

• The fig 1speaks to the Sentiment Analysis Model 

for the movie review. It takes commitment as a course of 

action of printed reviews and some predefined points of 

view, and perceives the extremity of each edge from each 

review to convey an opinion.  

 

III.   LITERATURE SURVEY 

Y. Jiang and H. Guo, [4] Consumer review frameworks have 

turned into a vital advertising specialized device through 

which purchasers share and learn item data. This paper 

breaks down firms' review framework structure and item 

estimating techniques. We demonstrate that organizations' 

ideal methodologies fundamentally rely upon logical 

attributes, for example, item quality, item notoriety, and 

shopper nonconformist expense. Our outcomes recommend 

that organizations ought to pick a low appraising scale for 

specialty items and a high evaluating scale for prevalent 

items. Distinctive estimating methodologies ought to be sent 

amid the underlying deal time frame for various item types. 

For specialty items, firms are encouraged to embrace bring 

down headed valuing for astounding items to exploit the 

positive verbal. For well known items, firms are encouraged 

to receive upper-headed valuing for brilliant items to 

appreciate the immediate benefit from the underlying deal 

time frame, even in the wake of considering the negative 

effect of high cost on shopper reviews.  

 

A. Yu and T. W. Billy,[5] Online customer item review is 

winding up progressively imperative in shoppers' buy 

choices. Online item review is a kind of item data made by 
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clients dependent on their own utilization encounter. It 

essentially fills in as a uninvolved "deals right hand" for data 

searcher, the client, to check if the item coordinates her 

peculiar utilizations. With regards to item data looking for on 

the web, this paper researches the impacts on online 

purchaser conduct from the TAM viewpoint. An auxiliary 

condition demonstrate (SEM) on our exact information 

affirms the hypothetical model on online item review with 

contemplations of data quality. Subsequently, it furnishes a 

progressively enthusiastic backings with viewpoints from 

customer conduct.  

 

N. R. Bhamre and N. N. Patil,[6] Nowadays, the purchaser 

reviews for different items are assuming a critical job for 

shoppers as well as for the organizations. A huge 

accumulation of buyer reviews is presently accessible on the 

web. These reviews are extremely useful to get quality data 

about the items. The purchaser reviews are utilized as a 

criticism by the organizations in their item advancement 

methodologies and customer relationship the board. The 

buyer reviews contain profitable data still we confront 

troubles in data route because of their muddled nature. The 

current item angle positioning system naturally recognizes 

vital parts of items from buyer reviews. There are two vital 

perceptions to recognize vital angles. The substantial number 

of purchasers for the most part remarks essential parts of the 

item and the buyers' opinion on those perspectives affect their 

general opinion about the item. It utilizes shallow reliance 

parser for distinguishing item angles and sentiment classifier 

for deciding opinion on those perspectives. At last, it utilizes 

a likelihood viewpoint positioning calculation to induce the 

significance of angles and positions it according to their 

significance score. In this paper, the test results affirms the 

proposed altered framework makes the utilization of angle 

rating to enhance the execution of critical perspective 

distinguishing proof and positioning.  

 

S. Zhu, J. Ge and D. Yue,[7] Whether and how online 

reviews of one product's homogeneous merchandise 

influence the offers of itself. By utilizing various direct 

relapse demonstrate, We locate the quantity of reviews, the 

score of items, the level of positive or negative reviews, the 

quantity of expressions of reviews, and the dimension of the 

reporters do have impacts on the offers of item. We likewise 

locate the online review valence and volume of itself 

positively affect the offers of its own items, however the 

online review valence and volume of their market substitute 

items negatively affect the offers of its own item.  

 

G. Cui, H. Lui and X. Guo, [8] This examination reports a 

few astounding discoveries and new bits of knowledge about 

the impact of online item reviews on the offers of new items. 

Investigations of board information of 332 new items from 

Amazon.com show that negative reviews influence new item 

deals more than positive reviews, yet additionally decidedly. 

Unique in relation to the recommendation of the dispersion 

display, e-WOM strongly affects new item deals from the 

get-go and such impact diminishes after some time. In 

addition, the volume of site hits by supporters is 

unmistakably more powerful than that of reviews by opinion 

pioneers, particularly in the early time of item lifecycle, 

recommending a noteworthy course impact. The impacts of 

site visits and valence of online reviews are more grounded 

than that of volume, more so for scan items than for 

experience items. In this manner, advertisers need to 

consider the particular impacts of different parts of online 

reviews when propelling new items and conceiving e-

promoting techniques.  

 

Xinkai Yang, [9] In this paper, creators propose an iterative 

calculation system to distinguish spam reviews dependent on 

cognizant examination. Creators initially characterize a few 

reviews' intelligent measurements to break down review 

lucidness in the granularity of sentence. At that point the 

system and its assessment procedure are talked about in 

subtleties.  

 

Mumtaza and Ahujab [10] With the extension in the 

enhancement of the web and web advancement, there has 

been an enormous increase in the time of customer 

information. Distinctive web diaries, social-frameworks 

organization sites, littler scale web diaries and review 

exchanges offer a rich wellspring of opinion information for 

mining. Sentimental analysis, generally called opinion 

mining, is a trademark dialect getting ready framework used 

to extricate the tendency or mien of general masses with 

respect to a given subject or thing. The point of convergence 

of this exploration paper is to perform sentiment analysis on 

film review information. 

 

IV.   PROPOSED WORK 

Multi-Negation Handling  

In the dissertation, we have found the score using the 

datasets and directly determining the scores of the sentences 

is not sometimes useful 

 “camera picture quality is good” 

This means that we are saying that the camera picture quality 

is good. 

But now we consider the sentence  

“camera picture quality is not good”  

The presence of word “good” will always specify that the 

sentence polarity is positive once not we have to check that 

the word “not” results in the negative score, as it will revert 

the meaning of the overall sentence, thus changing the 

overall score of the sentence. 

This work is also done in the base paper, but we have to 

examine the usage of the Multi-Negation to examine the 

strength of the negation in the sentence.  

“camera picture quality is extremely not good” In this 

sentence word “extremely” is the amplify the strength of the 

negation so the score of the sentence, 

“camera picture quality is not good” will vary.. 

 

Algorithm for Multi-Negation Handling 

Step 1: Read WORD, PWORD1 , PWORD2 

Step 2: If NEGATION(WORD) then :  

 If INTENSIFIER(PWORD2) then :  

  If INTENSIFIER(PWORD2) then : 
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   Set SCORE=3 

  Else  

   Set SCORE =2 

  [End of If structure] 

            Else  

 Set SCORE =1 

          [End of if structure] 

Step 3: Return Score. 

Step 4: Stop. 

 
Fig 2. Flowchart for Multi-Negation Handling 

 

Multi-Intensifier Handling: 

 

In the dissertation, we have found the score using the datasets 

and directly determining the scores of the sentences is not 

sometimes useful 

 “camera picture quality is good” 

This means that we are saying that the story of the camera 

picture quality is good. 

But now we consider the sentence  

“camera picture quality is very good”  

 

The presence of word “good” will always specify that the 

sentence polarity is positive once not we have to check that 

the word “very” results will increase the score of the sentence 

in the positive polarity and such section comes under the 

section of the intensifier handling. 

This work is also done in the base paper, but we have to 

examine the usage of the Multi-Intensifier to examine the 

strength of the intensifier in the sentence.  

Some of the commonly used intensifiers are as follows:  

extermely 

too 

very 

sorely 

most 

more 

extremely 

better 

“camera picture quality is extremely very good” 

 

In this sentence word “extremely very” is the amplify the 

strength of the intensifier so the score of the sentence. 

 

“camera picture quality is very good ” will vary.. 

 

Algorithm for Multi-Intensifier Handling 

 
Fig 3. Flowchart for Multi-Intensifier Handling 

 

Step 1: Read WORD, PWORD1 , PWORD2 

Step 2: If INTENSIFIER(PWORD1) then :  

 If INTENSIFIER(PWORD2) then :  

  Set SCORE=3 

 Else  

  Set SCORE =2 

 [End of If structure] 

           Else 

 Set SCORE =1 

[End of if structure] 

Step 3: Return Score. 

Step 4: Stop. 

 

Algorithm for Proposed System 

Step 1: Read Review File. 

Step 2: Perform Tokenization. 

Step3 : Perform the Stop Word Removal. 

Step 4: Perform the Feature Level Analysis to select the 
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Lines corresponding to the specified feature together with 

synonyms handling. 

 

Step 5 : Form the lines which are to be examined 

 

Step 6: Perform Conjunction Handling to split the composite 

lines into separate lines. 

 

Step 7: Take each separate time and split into the array of 

words. 

 

Step 8 : Perform the Multi-Intensifier Handling to get the 

score of the words. 

 

Step 9 : Perform the Multi-Negation Handling to get the 

score of the words. 

 

Step 10 : Find the total score of all the lines in the file. 

 

Step 11: Check the Score for positivity to be considered as 

positive reviews , or to negativity for the negative review and 

finally for the neutral. 

 

V.    IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

Multi-Negation Handling refers to handling the negation 

words which reverts the meaning of the sentence. The 

sentence which is positive will become negative. 

 

Table 1 Multi-Negation Handling Reviews 

 
Fig 4 shows the comparison chart for the Negation handlingi. 

 
Fig 4. Negation Handling Graph 

Multi-Intensifier Handling refers to handling the multiple 

intensifier words which push up the meaning of the sentence. 

The sentence score get emphasized by making use of the 

intensifier words. 

 

Table 2 Multi-Intensifier Handling  

 
 

In Fig 6 shows the graphs for the multi-intensifier handling  

 
Fig 6. Multi-Intensifier Handling  

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

In the dissertation we worked on the Multi negation handling 

and multi intensifier handling and find the performance of 

the proposed algorithm is better than the proposed algorithm. 

In the future scope of the dissertation we like to work in the 

Arabic and other Indian language in order to form the 

sentiment analysis tool for the universal purpose , on which 

will check the polarity of the reviews in any of the language.  
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